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A Message from the Founder
I was invited to an event, unexpectedly, where I was asked to give a speech about
our work through Al-Hadaf. The first sentence that came to my mind was our vision
statement, “every child deserves a chance to live learn and grow”. I believe no child
deserves to be traumatized, to be in pain, to be sexually, emotionally or physically
abused, to be orphaned or alone. This is where we started and this is where we will
continue our work at Al-Hadaf.
Through the second year of Al-Hadaf I learnt that passion alone was not enough for
being a founder and to be able to make a change, there must be discipline, a strong
and dedicated team to work with, and a team that has a deep loyalty towards your
country and the region. I also realized you had to be able to get up on your feet, roll up
your sleeves, make a change and overcome the continuous obstacles you face, to be
able to grow and handle the struggle involved within your mission.
You have to have a deep compassion towards the people you are serving, yes serving
and not providing your service, it is where you get up every morning to face the
challenge and make a difference.

When I first saw the video of an orphan getting abused in an orphanage, nine years
ago, I decided to quit Engineering and dedicate my life to the children living in the
Kingdom of Jordan. A deep love was birthed within my heart towards that orphan,
within the video, and I decided from that moment on to replace the concept I
had, which was criticism towards the system in my country, with the knowledge of
knowing ‘One person can make a difference’. That child I wanted to help turned into
2500 children through our organization in 2016. This is just the start of the first chapter
of Al-Hadaf story.

Eng. Maran Maayah
CEO/Founder

WHO ARE WE
Al-Hadaf is a registered non-profit organization in the Ministry of Industry and Trade in the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan. We are committed to helping and empowering vulnerable orphans and refugees of all ages and
backgrounds through training, educating, and providing health & trauma treatment programs.
Our programs combine art and trauma therapy, emotional healing workshops, life skills training, and
psychological counseling to help those who have suffered great loss and injustice.

OUR VISION

“Every Child deserves a chance to live, learn and grow”

Our Mission

To inspire children and their families, placed in the Kingdom of Jordan and affected by the world’s injustice, and to achieve positive change in their
lives.

Our Values
1-To provide a healthy work environment, especially for mothers, while maintaining a healthy work/life balance among our team
2-Integrity
3-Sustainability with high a standard of service towards all our beneficiaries from all backgrounds and religions (Quality over Quantity)

The Soft Opening of Al-Hadaf’s New Center

We were very blessed at the start of the year with the opening of the AlHadaf’s New Center. Due to the number of incredible Al-Hadaf supporters
and friends this day became a reality and as part of our appreciation for
their support we were able to show them around all our services.
We were honored to receive special guests such as our beloved partner
Father George Sharayha of the Roman Catholic Church in Marj Al-Hamam,
who opened his doors for our Iraqi refugee brothers and sister for more
than a year.
We were happy to have a partner in our orphan program—the Ambassador
of orphans in Jordan Mr. Ala’a Al-Tebi.
We were also delighted to have the lovely Mrs. Rula Samain, the respected
reporter from the Jordan Times Newspaper, Komodor Jordan and Nemeh

Group for their continuous support. The list continued of all the wonderful
individuals and organizations that stopped by to encourage us.
It was such a lovely way to start our important work in the new offices
with the visit of our beloved volunteers from different churches. We
enjoyed spending time with them brainstorming and planning ideas for
the upcoming events and programs of the New Year 2016. Our valued
volunteers shared their thoughts, ideas, and suggestions to enrich our
calendar and expand the work that our organization achieves.
It was our pleasure to welcome the beloved Iraqi women to our
organization and spend time following up on their needs and informing
them of the new trainings ahead.

TRAINING PROGRAM
Refugees Program:
Jordan is home to more than (58,000) Iraqi refugees, only 22,830 of who have received
aid from the UNHCR. It is estimated that 86% of the Iraqi refugees living in Jordan live
under the poverty line, 98% are in need of food assistance, and 61% suffer from PTSD.
These people have fled and continue fleeing (every day) from their homes due to war
and threat of persecution from ISIS.

Trauma Therapy Program
Our trauma therapy program aims to treat the emotional needs of adult refugees by
helping them identify their pain and work towards a level of healing through emotional
awareness using practical methods. This year we were able to provide a number of
training programs which were;

Relational Needs Training for Iraqi Refugees Women
Equipping the refugees with self-awareness in their relational needs helps stabilize
their relationships. It provides, within their homes, a better living situation despite the
challenges they may face. Al-Hadaf began this training in August to help the women
become emotionally aware, equipping them with knowledge and practical skills to
positively impact their parenting and marital relations. In another class the Iraqi refugee
children were receiving an Art Therapy session with our trained volunteers, helping
them to identify their emotions and how to positively channel them in a constructive
manner. The children colored, played and learnt a valuable lesson in handling their
emotions in a positive manner.

TRAINING PROGRAM
Workshop for Men
As part of our Iraqi refugee program Al-Hadaf was honored to host a
special training for the Iraqi refugee men. Our beloved guest speaker
pastor Joel Solomen, a treasured member from our wonderful partner
“New Life Church,” spoke to the men about matters of the heart. He
was able to answer any questions or concerns the Iraqi men may have
had in regards to the unknown Western culture, which hopefully will
be their home.

Parenting Workshop for the Iraqi Refugee Mothers
As an extension to our trauma program with the Iraqi mothers, Al-Hadaf held a
workshop about «Parenting». It helped to educate and teach the mother, who is
suffering from PTSD, on how to walk alongside their children, what are the healthy
disciplinary methods and how to use them. It also opened their eyes to the basic values
on how to raise their children with love based on a healthy agenda.
During the session children spent time in the kids’ club with the art therapy program.
At this point Al-Hadaf’s aim was to be able to distribute food and non-food items
with dignity and value, and so after sharing time and having lunch together the team
started this dream by distributed medical kits to each family.

Art Therapy Program
Our art therapy program helps children, from 3-18 years old, to process their pain in an enjoyable and noninvasive way. We work with the children to address their traumas and
move towards healing. This was delivered on many occasions and proved to be very successful and rewarding throughout the year.

TRAINING PROGRAM
Embracing a New Group of Iraqi Refugees
In March, Al-Hadaf started our Life Skills & Art Therapy programs with a new group of Iraqi refugees through our “School Community
Service Program”. We started our therapeutic connection with them, alongside the student volunteers from Amman Academy School.
The program had two different art therapy sessions that matched each age group we had. As part of the art therapy technique it was
required for the children to color complex designs with a variety of colors, requiring close concentration for them to color beautifully
and within the lines. This process helped the children to express their emotions in a conductive manner and allowed them to build
concentration, generating focused skills

Art Therapy session with King Abdullah Fund for Development
Students from King Abdullah Fund for Development (KAFD) volunteered as part of their leadership training program to arrange an art therapy session for the Iraqi children. The
children had the chance to learn new emotions and how to express them using art with the help of our volunteers and students from the KAFD foundation. They accomplished
an amazing job and took ownership over the class in assisting with the activities applied. The best thing we and our volunteers always experience is having the privilege of
putting smiles on faces and in hearts of the ones that have gone through so much pain. One person can make a change indeed!

Orphans Program
Caregivers training and Life skills curriculum for orphans in Jordanian orphanages
Over a three month program we continued with our aim to meet the emotional needs of those who are marginalized, including visiting an orphanage
in Amman on a weekly basis. During our weekly visits, we held training sessions for the caregivers of the orphans living in this home. We provided the
women with the tools to care for these children and navigate their own, often complex, life histories alongside their work in the orphanage. At the same
time, we provided art therapy sessions for the orphans that these women cared for. The children were divided into two groups by age and were guided
through completing a range of art projects that built their skills of reflection, verbal communication of emotion, and introspection.

EDUCATION PROGRAM
English Language Learners Class
Al-Hadaf started its first English Language Learners’
(ELL) course in the first half of this year. Due to the
success and demand we delivered another 3 courses
that included 2 classes within the second half of the
year to a different group of refugees, where Al-Hadaf
covered their transportation cost and a lunch to
each attendee.
The program was provided to bridge the gap in
language learning resources for Iraqi refugees
residing in Amman but seeking placement in
English-speaking countries. We focused on teaching
students applicable and conversation-centered
English, progressing into grammar details as needed.
The curriculum was created to meet the needs of the
varied levels at which the students were at, ranging
from basic introductions to sentence structure,
and building directional, home, family, food, travel
and emergency vocabulary. The students included
everyone from young teens to adults and within
the classroom we were privileged to have some
students who were already acquainted with the
English language and people who knew how to

support one another.
Within each course, after finishing a number of
sessions, Al-Hadaf was able to divide the course into
a Beginners and Intermediate level class, with the
help of additional interns and teachers, we were able
to ensure each person was receiving the appropriate
level of teachings.
The refugees were very excited to be a part of this
course, it allowed them to learn a new language, feel
confident when travelling, and for two hours within
their week they were able to not feel the anxiety
and stress they were feeling each day due to their
circumstances. They participated with the instructor
enthusiastically each week and were able to get the
most out of their experience
While the women were engaged in their language
class, Al-Hadaf was pleased to involve the children
in art therapy.
The course was a wonderful success and we were
thankful for the timing, as a number of families
within the classroom received placements during
the year where they were able to put their English
skills to use.

HEALTH PROGRAM – MEDICAL CAMPAIGN
Medical Campaign 2016
After months of attentive planning and community support, Al-Hadaf, our team of

The first clinic in 2016 took place between the 25th and the 27th of May. The clinic

volunteers and an encouraging group of professional volunteers were able to host two

saw 618 patients over the course of three busy days with the support and unwavering

medical campaigns this year. The second within the year was a wonderful surprise and

dedication of a team of Jordanian, American and Iraqi doctors, nurses, specialists,

an extra campaign to what was originally planned.

pharmacists, optician’s specialists, translators, volunteers, a psychologist, a dentist, a
nutritionist and a hairdresser. Our team members from the United States came to

A series of artfully arranged tents were set up on the grounds of a church in Marj Al-

partner with us while each medical professional and volunteer was an equally crucial

Hamam, Amman as well as the church facilities inside. They became the hub of health

member, we also welcomed the new addition of a psychologist to guide and tend to

and care-work for both campaigns.

the often-unseen burden that marginalized individuals they carried with them.

HEALTH PROGRAM – MEDICAL CAMPAIGN
The second clinic, this year, was held on 5th and 6th October 2016. The clinic
managed to see 140 patients over the course of two days along with our many
wonderful volunteers, Jordanian doctors & pharmacists as well as a different group
of professionals who came from the United States. The professional group included
doctors, nurses and dentists.
There was also a children’s tent on both campaigns where volunteers and translators
provided a space for children to play while their parents were seen by medical
professionals, or they waited themselves to be seen. The children really enjoyed their
time playing games, playing with animal balloons, face painting, coloring and dancing
to music that was played in the background.
We were really blessed to be able to tend to the needs of the body, mind and stomach
of each refugee and we believe they were able to receive the individual care needed.
With completing this campaign successfully, we look forward to our future campaigns
each year, and continue to bring in new specialists and other amazing volunteers to
make each campaign even more successful than the last.

School Volunteering and Community Service Program
Al-Hadaf developed this program for schools to involve students within their communities. It is aimed at changing their mentalities through working with the unprivileged,
to develop a greater awareness of their community, world issues and Countering extremism and violence. Through this program, students are exposed to the concept of
volunteering, community service, and fundraising. They receive the opportunity to volunteer in Al-Hadaf’s programs and events and also plan and conduct their own fundraising
projects

School Volunteering & Community Service Program with Amman Academy Students and Iraqi Children
Our first project, since the opening of our new premises, was a community service program between Amman Academy students and the Iraqi refugee children. The students
organized and led activities with snacks for the children; they provided a safe space for mentorship, play and reciprocal growth. The program met its goals of encouraging students
to develop a sense of compassion, responsibility, and agency in meeting the needs of their own community. It also expanded students’ understanding of differences within their
community and helped to contextualize the blessings they have in their own lives.

School Volunteering & Community Service Program with
Amman Academy Students and Iraqi Children
It was inspiring to see the impact of what community service and integration
had on both our Jordanian students and our beautiful Iraqi children. Amman
Academy students expressed to the Iraqi children their gratefulness for being
with them and how this time shared together had impacted their mindsets
and values, increasing their compassion towards humanity and their
appreciation of the safety and security in Jordan - not taking for granted
their daily life blessings. Both Iraqi and Jordanian kids grew love towards
each other and learnt what it meant to have unconditional acceptance
of another person. This is Al-Hadaf’s aim: To achieve Unity.

School Volunteering and Community Service Program
One Person Can Make a Difference
It is our goal to inspire the younger generations to believe in themselves and the positive
impact they have within their communities. Amman Baptist School welcomed AlHadaf to share with their students the effect we have today on many lives; setting an
example for how one person with a clear vision, clear plan, and hard work can make
a difference in society. It was inspiring for the students to learn that the Al-HADAF
CEO/Founder, Maran Maayah, was once a student at the Amman Baptist School
and they themselves could one day make a difference.

Countering Violent Extremism Conference Visit
Nothing is more heart breaking than seeing families being broken. It is very sad to discover how
much political and religious extremism has the upper hand in the fall of humanity. Al-Hadaf was
humbled and privileged to share the different roles and programs used to fight against violence
and extremism amongst our community with the highly respected officials from Near East South
Asia and Center for Strategic Studies (NESA), that work to enhance security in the area by building
and sustaining mutually beneficial relationships, and fostering regional cooperation on security
issues.

Violent Extremism among Youth Workshop
Al-Hadaf’s founder and CEO, Maran Maayah, attended the Near East South Asia (NESA) Center
for Strategic Studies’ “Violent Extremism among Youth Workshop” from September 25th-27th
in Barcelona, Spain. The workshop focused on several issues including youth, radicalization, deradicalization, refugees, and security. Maran was one of 41 participants from all over the globe. The
Al-Hadaf team was pleased to attend conferences such as this, because the nature of the topic
relates direct to the work we do with our beloved Iraqi refugees and Jordanian Students through
our School Volunteering and community service program

School Volunteering and Community Service Program
The Launch of Al-Hadaf School Volunteering &Community Service program 2016
We launched our school Volunteering and Community service program this October. This semester we were privileged to have both the Amman Academy school grades 10th and
11th registering for the program.
The program allowed our youth to volunteer and serve with he unprivileged people who have been affected by terrorism and extremism. We enabled them to witness the effects
and suffering caused by terrorism so when they are faced with extremism choices, they will make a different choice. They will choose peace, love and acceptance to one another.
This is what Al-Hadaf aimed to achieve from this program and we felt it was successful through some of the touching messages from last year students to the Iraqi refugee’s
children.
Our first community service activity, for this semester with the students, was working on the purposed love center facilities, Komandor boutique, the mini market and the kitchen.
We prepared the PLC center to host various campaigns for the refugees and orphans.

PURPOSED LOVE CENTRE (PLC)
Al-Hadaf Purposed Love Center
(PLC) launch
A new dream was born this year. Knowing God is
faithful and gives to those that serve him, Al-Hadaf
was able to pursue this dream which eventually
became a reality: to feed, clothe and provide a safe
haven for those whose hearts are suffering. We are
core believers here at Al-Hadaf in providing the
humanitarian needs of food, clothes, heaters, etc.
and packaging them with love, dignity and honor.
Why Purposed love? Because “Al-Hadaf” means
“the purpose” and because what is the use of love
if it is without purpose to implement and live out.
We finally launched the soft opening of the AlHadaf Purposed Love Center (PLC) in August, this
year, and what a joyous day it was for the Al-Hadaf
family. The Al-Hadaf PLC boutique (Komandor’s
Closet); designed and donated by Komador
Jordan – Nemeh Group, was able to provide
clothing items for family members of all ages. We

appreciated the support we received from many
Jordanian families that donated such high-quality
clothing and other essential items, sharing the
vision in providing a safe place for the refugees
and orphans to shop with dignity. We were also
very grateful to Mr. & Mrs. Byron and Dee Salmon
– All Things Global Ministries – for their generous
donations that brought joy to expectant mothers
and families in need.

Al-Hadaf Purposed Love Center (PLC) launch
Our center has since grown and developed into a Mini Market, which provides food packages to the refugees each week.
Your support has helped and continued to help us find and create opportunities to purposefully serve and help others. Through this new project Al-Hadaf will not
only train the hearts and minds of families but also feed and serve the needs of the poor and underprivileged.

PURPOSED LOVE CENTRE (PLC)
First Home Cooked Meal at Purposed Love Center PLC
In late October, we started our fourth English course for this year with 24 Iraqi ladies. After the course we were able to provide our first cooked meal from the PLC. All the Iraqi
ladies received homemade meals to take home and eat with their families, cooked by a lovely Jordanian volunteer, Auntie Ekhlas. We were very grateful for the opportunity
to make a little difference in their lives and the amazing volunteers who made today possible.

Iraqi Refuge Food Package Distribution
In June Al-Hadaf were able to distribute 60 food packages to the newly arrived Iraqi families. These were families who had not long arrived in Amman and had made the
difficult transition to life in Amman, struggling to make ends meet given their circumstances as refugees, the packages included essential food items like rice, oil, sugar, salt,
lentils, canned food, flour, cheese.

PURPOSED LOVE CENTRE (PLC)
Ramadan Campaign for Orphans and Widows
In Ramadan we “the Ramadan campaign”, collecting funds to assemble and distribute 60 more food packages to families with parents who were orphans as children and
widows, continuing to live in poverty. The food packages were distributed in the PLC center with the help of the Amman Baptist School Students. Distribution commenced
on June 27th until the 29th and provided families with necessary food items that would feed them up to a month. These items included, but were not limited to, oil, rice,
canned meat, fresh dates, and lentils.

STAFF AND VOLUNTEER TRAINING/WORKSHOPS
1.Life Skills Training of Trainers (Life skills curriculum for orphans and caregivers)
– A World without Orphans – 10th &11th of February 2016 – Thailand
2.Attachment Training of Trainers – A World Without Orphans – 12th &13th of February 2016 – Thailand
3.Discipling the heart of a child – Beyond Barriers, George Ebenezer – Jordan – 28th March
4.Media and Music for Inclusive and Peaceful Society – Anna Lindh Foundation Network - Jordan – 11th-14th April
5.Trauma Therapy Training - Professor Heidi Ahonen – Jordan – 7th &9th May
6.Vicarious Trauma workshop – Professor Heidi Ahonen – Jordan – 10th May
7.Art Therapy and PTSD Training – Jordan- 4th &5th November
8.Equipping Youth Workers – November – Lebanon

Training with Dr. Heidi
Continuing our aim to support mothers and branching out from our trauma program, we held a parenting workshop for Iraqi mothers on May 7th and 9th which was delivered
by Dr. Heidi Ahonen, PhD, RP, MTA, from Laurier University in Canada. Our focus was on navigating motherhood while suffering from PTSD and trauma, walking alongside their
children, learning healthy disciplinary methods, and opening their eyes to basic values on how to raise their children with love and a healthy foundation. The workshops were
divided into four sessions that covered PTSD, providing coping and prevention skills, the recovery process, and building resiliency and optimism. Seeking to practice the values
that our workshop sought to promote to participants, we held an art therapy session for children while the workshop was in session, provided lunch for all participants, and
distributed medical kits. To make the most of our time with Dr. Heidi, after these workshops for Iraqi mothers we also held workshops on secondary trauma for our volunteers.

Al-Hadaf Partnered with Mr. George Ebenezer: CEO of Beyond Barriers
Al-Hadaf was honored to partner with Beyond Barriers to deliver training and workshops for different audiences by our
beloved Mr. George Ebenezer himself, the CEO /Founder of Beyond Barriers, who came all the way from India, as our
guest trainer.
Beyond Barriers is an organization that envisions investing in young lives by dealing with imminent issues and
problems in a professional and preventative manner. It is an organization that works with kids and teens by teaching,
training, counseling, and consulting. Together we delivered the following:
- Sexual harassment/abuse awareness and “online danger” training for mothers, caregivers, and leaders caring for
kids and teens
- Dealing with depression and anxiety from the unknown future with our beloved Iraqi refugees
Through our School community service program, we arrange with the Nazareth School in Al-Ashrafieh a
two-hour workshop for two groups of students. Mr. George addressed our Jordanian students who had
many Syrian and Iraqi children amongst them about important topics they are facing today:
- Learning how to build your inner person to be a teen with self-confidence
- Living the truth, being real without a mask, self-acceptance, bringing to light hidden secrets and
pain, and seeking help
- “Learning How to Walk Alongside the Journey of a Child… Discipline the Heart of a Child”

STAFF AND VOLUNTEER TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
and Art Therapy Training
In November Al-Hadaf hosted a Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Art Therapy Training for caregivers who work with traumatized people and refugees. The training was
led by a team of amazing counselors and experts from the United States. The caregivers and Iraqi refugee women met together on the second day of the course to learn about
PTSD and art therapy from the specialists. It was a great time where support and relief were provided to the Iraqi refugees and were helped to express themselves and heal from
stresses they endured. The program was beneficial to both the caregivers themselves and the refugees they assist. Often, the burden of care-giving can take its toll as well and
lead to an ineffective support group for the refugees. The PTSD and art therapy training helped our caregivers provide the best care they can for the Iraqi refugee women and it
helps maintain their own mental health in the process.

AWARENESS WORKSHOPS
Sexual Awareness Session for the Iraqi and Jordanian Children
Al-Hadaf conducted five sexual awareness workshops in and outside our center during 2016. One was towards the caregivers in the Jordanian orphanages, two were for the
Iraqi mother refugees and two were at the local schools in Amman for both the caregivers, students and mothers of the students. All workshops were aimed at teaching them
on how to know the signs of when their child may have been subjected to sexual abuse and teaching them on how to deal with it, or prevent the situation from happening
in the first place.
We spent extra time with the Iraqi mothers who were living in apartments, shared with other families. Due to their financial situation, we discovered some children may have
been vulnerable and at risk of being sexually abused by other people who lived within the same apartment. We taught them on how to know the signs and how to speak
with their children about this very sensitive issue.

Capacity building training program
Al-Hadaf started a Capacity-Building and Training Course for workers within other nonprofit organizations this year, along with the life center in Zarqa. The organization works
with financially challenged Jordanians, Syrians and Iraqi’s refugees who are deeply
impacted by trauma, resulting in some cases, as a secondary trauma. We started our first
lot of training, titled “Burnout and Secondary Traumatic Stress of the caregivers/worker”
and from that we were able to deliver our second lot of training called “Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) awareness for the worker and Refugee”. Through these trainings
we were able to highlight and teach on how to identify trauma symptoms within the
refugees and how to help them recover.

Celebrating Women’s International Day and Mother’s Day
“8th March 2016 was a day I will never forget,” said an Iraqi friend. Mothers and women
were celebrated and recognized for their worth and valued as hearts to be cherished.
It was a day of sweet joy, appreciation, gifts and hugs, shared with fellow Jordanian
mothers and sisters. Al-Hadaf was humbled and honored to bridge women together by
celebrating each woman and mother.

We continued to train on relationship building (within a team and others) through the
“Relational need training”, “equipping and improving their communication skills”, “time
management” and “Awareness against sexual abuse” to ensure the precious children
and youth who are coming to the center from sexual abuse and harassment, were
protected. By the end of the course we had provided them with the basic principles
and practices for a successful community center from a logistic and managerial point
of view.
Thank you Mr. Emil AbuJaber (PHD Organizational Leadership) and General Imad
Maayah (author of the book Time Management) for participating in our trainings and
big thanks to our partner ZOA International.

WINTER / CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGNS
Our winter campaign was run to ensure all the Iraqi refugees were able to receive the necessary items needed through the winter season to keep them warm. Thanks to Al Nisr Al
Arabi Insurance company who donated gift boxes consisted of blankets, winter clothing and other essential items which were handed out to each individual family.
On the last day of the English course we ran the Christmas campaign for the Iraqi refugees. It was extra special because due to the “Mustafa Campaign” and our amazing donors we
were able to provide blankets, food parcels and heaters to every family for the winter period. As a special surprise we were able to provide every parent with a toy to give to their
child on Christmas day. It was an incredible last day and we look forward to seeing them all again in the New Year.
Al-Hadaf partnered with Mashrek International School and through donations from the students and the management team, they provided a gift box for each child. They also
offered blankets and heaters for the refugees and face painting activities for the kids, and the joyous surprise of all was from Bliss 104.3 with Santa and toys of toys for the precious
children.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Accountability:
Being transparent with all our donors is a priority, as we don’t take for granted the
generosity and support from them. We are accountable for all the funds we receive
thus we provide our donors with reports of the donations spending. To maintain the
highest standards of accountability, Alhadaf has a third party certified editor to examine
the financial reports monthly & annually, insuring the accounting system and internal
controls are accurate.
We have a very reasonable running cost each month due to the provision of several
training courses aimed towards our 40+ adult volunteers and 75 student volunteers.

As well as the courses we are provided with 3 foreign interns (which are needed) per
semester through a partnership with the local universities at a small cost.
Below we have provided our financial summary in comparison with last years (start-up
year) analysis. Our Administrative and start-up costs decreased to 24.7% compared to
37.7% on the first year; 5% of this year’s expenditure was invested in office investment
as we expanded our building capacity and through this we were able to start up the
Purposed Love Centre “PLC”; 76% of our expenditure this year was on running ALHadaf’s programs: Refugees program, Orphans Program, Health program and Education
program.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

BENEFICIARIES SERVED
Number of beneficiaries 2016
Training
Trauma Workshops
Art therapy for children
Caregivers Training
Life skills for the orphans
English courses
Beyond Barriers Training
Post Traumatic Disorder Training
Art Therapy Training
capacity Building Training

Number
30
23
15
20
30
95
50
50
12

Times
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1

Total
60
46
15
20
120
95
50
50
12

Campaigns
Medical Campaign 1
Medical Campaign 2
Iraqi’s Food Packages Campaign
Ramadan Orphans and widows Campaign
Winter Campaign
Al-Nisr Arabi Campaign
Medical Kits for Iraqis Campaign

600
140
60
90
30
90
30

1
1
1
1
5
1
1

600
140
60
90
150
90
30

BENEFICIARIES SERVED

Workshops
Sexual awareness for moms/caregivers
Sexual awareness for Children
Sexual awareness for Iraqi Mothers
Sexual awareness for orphans caregivers

100
200
25
15

1
1
2
1

100
200
50
15

PLC

35

4

140

School Program

80

2

160

180

1

180

Events
International Women Day &Mothers day celebration
(Jordanian& Iraqi Women)

Total Number of Beneficiaries

2473

2017
Goals

1- Continue with our Orphans, Refugees, school community service program.
2- Continue and improve our training program for other local Passionate Nonprofits in our
country. To be able to make the maximum positive change with the minimum struggles to
shorten the gap between the professional International donors and the local passionate
Nonprof its in our country. To be able to open more opportunities for the people in need.

2017

3- Investing more of our time in finding more channels for donations, for our charity center
(Purposed Love center), to be able to feed and clothe more orphans, refugees and people
in need.
4- Launch an annual Network conference for our volunteers and supporters to be able to
force positive changes in Jordan.
5- Helping more children to dream again.

BANK ACCOUNTS FOR DONATIONS
Name: Shareket Al Hadaf Lel Tadreeb
Account Number: 0390107448615101
Swift Code: UBSIJOAXXXX
IBAN: JO15UBSI1270000390107448615101
Bank Al-Etihad- Khalda Branch Amman-Jordan

Contact Information:
Dabouq, Khair Al Deen Al Maani St, Jaleil Jresat Complex 48 11822 Amman, Jordan. 
Phone: + 962 78 5304642
Email: info@alhadaf.org
Twitter/Facebook: @alhadafjo

